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4102 Brandywine Street, N. W., Washington 16, DmC.

PART ONE -THE PROBLEM
I. Points on which pacifists and nonpaciffsts agree
On many important points p&t
and nonp&t Christians agree. They agree that war is mockery of the love of
God as revealed in Christ. It its the shrk opposite of the way
of reconciliation. The Universal Church "must pronounce
a condemnation of war unpuallfied and m~stdcted."*
This
condemnation of war by the Churcb must be made regardless of differences of opinion as to the proper course of
acdm of a nation or a Christian citizen in given c i r m
stan-.
Pacifist and n o n p d s t Christians agree dso that although in one sense mass-weapon warfare raises the same
ethical questions as does conventional-weapon warfare, nevetthdm "the dimensions of the evil in any major con9ict are
now so heightened as to face us with something new. It is
as though the One who said to us, 'They that take the sword
shall perish with the sword' were pointing with inexorable
logic to the Dead End towards which man's way of violence
leads.**

In modern war, for example, the destructive process is no
longer selective. The disdncdon beeween armed Eorces and
the civilian population fmds ta vanish. The last war saw
entire cities subjected to obliteration bombing! There is
every mason to think that in any future war the destructive
p m s will be even more general and awful. Whole populations thus kcome relatively innocent victims of an hdiscriminate violence that uses fear and mass annihilation as a regular

part of its operation.

"JUST WAR" CHALLEIUGED

It is increasingly doubtful whether modern large-scale war
for mere existence and absolutiEed victories, can continue to be regarded as an instrument
d justice. Few serious Christians feel genuinely confident
that the injustice war seeks to overcome is actually greater
than the injustice and social disruption embodied in war itself and in its aftermath. Most CMstians adi it ion ally have
held that law requires the sanction of coercive force, but, as
the Amsterdam statement pointed out, "force is now used on
a scaIe which tends to destroy the basis on which law
exis&." In these circumstances, "the tradition of a just war
, , is now chdhged."
taking the form of a struggle

.

W
M MAY BE SUICIDAL

Along with its dubious value as an instrument of justice,
war has largely lost even its function as an instrument of
sumival. The possibility that the destructiveness of modern
war will so increase as to desrroy both "victor" and "vanquished" beyond d hope of restoration patently exists.
NO M W BOUNDS

PaciEsts and nonp*
likewise agree that "what we now
face in war and the threat of war and o m invoIvement.in it
is an overwhehhg break-through in the w& moral defenses to keep war In some bounds." In temporary periods
and certain phases of war some restraint may still obtain, but
usually only in peripheral and isolated matters where it does
not endanger strategic victory. Each side, M y convinad
that the charge applies to the enemy, either cannot bear ta
face up to its ts moral plight or simply asserts that it has
no choice but to take such measures as may be needful for
"the successful conduct of a war." But this simply amounts
to making rmlrtary expediency or necessity the supreme rule
of conduct. No matter what the provocation, however peat
the m t y of p d to nation, church, or culture, the Christian Church dare not aqacquiesce completely in the supremacy
of military considerations even in wartime.

PREYMTM WAR Rum WIT
Pacifists and nonpaci6sts agree, in the next place, that resort to so-called "preventive" war must be ruled out. Because the probable results of general war with atomic
weapons are so terribIe, as well as £or other obvious reasons,
no God-fearing people can take the mponsibilitp for hitiating a war that cannot be £ought successfully without their
use.
lNEYlTABILlTY OF WAR RULED OUT

The idea that war is inevitable must be resolutely rejected.
Even the nonpacifist cannot accept war save as a very last
resort, Christians cannot assent to the proposition that war
is preferable to the negotiation of differences, or be a party
to an action that closes the door on just and sober means of
discussion and reconciliation.
MILITARY COFISIDERAnONS NOT ENOUGH
There is agreement that no great strug&, and c d y
not the present struggle against Communist expamion,

should be conceived simply and excIusive1y in military terms.
T h e economic, poIiticaI and spiritual dimensions of the smggle must be acknowledged and met by creative programs of
a non-rnilitary nature. It is generally agreed, moreover, that

the scope and character of the militmy program ma9 itself
interfere with the more b&c economic, pollticaI and spiritual
strategy. Military preparation, though intended as a deterrent
or defensive measure, may s m e instead as an irritant and
provocation. It may impose such intolerable economic burdens and social strains that the attempt to guard against
Communist attack fmm without exposes free nations bo civil
strife or ta the internal triumph of Communism. Military
consideradons may lead to supprt of such elements that exploited masses in the Orient will q w r h c e a d o n

against democracy and regard Communism as their one available and dependable ally.
WAR ALWAYS INVOLVES SIN

But a far more basic understanding concerning the Chris-

tian attitude toward war is now emerging. It is the recopidon that war is always, as the Oxford Conference has said, a
"demonstration of the power of sin in the world and a deh c e of the righteousness of God as revealed in Jesus Christ
and Him crucihi." Even Christians who participate in war
appraise the etction as moral compromise which they believe
is necessitated by tragic choice. Such a wilness of sensitive

and concerned Christian nonpacifists in their agony over the
cost of war (not simply to t h d v e s , but to M s world
as a whole) is as removed in intent and ethicaI meaning from
a war ethic of seIfdefense as is a Cbrisdan paciht position.
All of the f m r s listed are essential to a Christian position. They distinguish the Christian level of concern from
that of cultural jingoism and conventional patriotism. Alas,
they ate too rare in the Church. Great numbers of church
members everywhere derive their standards from the secular culture in which they happen to be born, and bear deep
est IoyaIty to the nation-state in which they he. To most
nominal church members the idea that a Christian might
have, or should have to take, another attitude toward war
than that of any other citizen is entirely repugnant or rimply
d w not occur.
Further evidence of this agreement between sensitive nonp x h and sensitive p&m
appears m a growing awareness on the part of pa&& that theirs is not a perfectionist
application of love. Pa&m is not immune from the danger
of self-centeredness. It is not immune from ambiguous compromise. The Dun Commission, spaking in the mah as a
non-pacifist group, said :
'The clearest and least ambiguous alternative is that urged
upon by our most uncom mmising pacifist fellow-Christians, , , We Meve that od calIs wme men to take f i e
way of uonviolene as a specla1 hi vocation in order to
give a dearer witness to tbe wa of ove than those can give
who a m p t responsibility for %e merdon in civil society.
We rejoice that God has c a d some of our brethren in the
universal Christian fellowship tu bear this witness and ate
humbled by their faithfulness in bearing it."
While this quotation exhibits great charity toward C h h
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tian -ts,
it tends to obscure the dScdties in a pacifist
decision. E m if pacifism is "the least ambiguous altmathe" open to the contempwary Christian, it also confronts
him with the need of making tragic choices. These ambiguities are apparent whenever paci6sm seeks political expression. Certain strategies of nonviolence may doak a contradiction of love as serious as sbategies that involve resort to vie
lence. AU men s h d h need of the redeeming love of Gd.
The Lord of love, who is the Prince of Peace, no doubt judges
most severely, whether in pa&t or nonpsiht, the unagonized choice, the complacent conscience, the sinner who
jus@es himself and condemns bis brother, instead of inwldng upon both the divine mercy which neither merits.

There are, however, continuing disagreements among sensitive Christians re+g
the problem of war. The M s conEronting both the nadms and the Church is so deep and rrrp t that the utmost ffirt should h made to understand tbe
origins, Implications and possibk xesoIudon of these differMrn.
Most of tbe arguments for participation in war by Christians can be grouped under two heads. One set of considerations derives largely from the concepts of Order and Justice
(presumed to imply coercive force as sanction). Stated in
the bar^ outbe, this type of argument deges that the
paciht takes a position that is too simple for most Christians
and one h t seems imspcmsible b u s e it does not face "the
hard d i e s of our situation." There can be no justice and

responsible freedom without law and order, and law must
be sustained by coercive power. T h e world of contemporary
nations is one of &-regarding, mutually suspicious massw.
The beginnings of order in the United Nations cannot be
sustained except by undergding them with effective power.
This may require "police action1'against "aggressors" - which
means war, To state the situation in another way, if the
United States and its allies are not willing to prepare for
and risk tbe danger of global war, it is very likeIy that totali5

tarian tpranny will be extended over the world. The lesser
evil is, therefore, to prepare for such a war against totalitarianism, including mort to atomic weapons.
The other type of argument derives from an interpretation
of the Christian doctrine of love, or agape, namely, that love
fox the neighbor who is attacked requires the use of violence
against his attacker. Greater love ha& no man than to lay
d o m his life for his friend in such a defensive conflict.
Let us attempt to assess the v&ditg of these two tppes of
n o n m approach to the problem of war, looking at them
both from the theoreticai or theological standpoint and m
the light of what they mean in terms of the hard realities of

the contemporary power-struggle.
JUSTICE, IAW, WERCWL WWER, WM

Most, though not alI, p&t

Christians wish to function
and agree that tbis involves acceptance of mpnsibilitp for order and justice in
civil society. They further agree to some exercise of coercive
power by the community. But tu jump from this to s u e
of war is to fail to take account of a number of highly rele
vant factors.
The role of coercion and violent power in establishing and
maintaining civil society is commonly exaggerated. Many
a citizen naively assumes that the commmiry is held w
gether by &e poXiceman's club and the sherWs gun. Instead,
it is from the community that law enforcement officials
mainly derive both their authority and their p w r . Many
communities exist with a minimum of police force, and the
l a t h is patently impotent when, for example, it seeks to
enforce law5 that do not have community support.
Justice, according to a widely accepted nation, is the red t of social s&
in which claims of powex are contradicted
by opposing claims of power, which on occasion achieve a
balance. Though this view should not be overIwked, it is
nevertheless by it& an oversimplified version of how humaa
society came into k i n g and per&&.
It loses sight of men's
need of each other, of the s i g d c m c e of the fact that G d
as "good" and responsible citizens
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has set men in families, of the protracted infancy of &e
human being as a factor in the dwehpment of society, and
of the place of mutual aid and the seed for fellowship in
humsn life. justice is not simply the dag that boils off the
cauldm of the power struggle. It is a creative and hard-won
achievement of men who seek to organize tbeir common
UEe £or meaning and stability. Unless justice is conceived
in such terms, the idea of organized civiI society in e k t is
abandoned in favor of a theologicd version of the survival of
the fittest as the essence of human existence. On the other

hand, justice conceived in h s e creative and dynamically
human terms is not a contradiction of love but complementary
to it and a means of its more adequate expression.
It is unsound, moreover, to dxaw a simple Une from the
use of sanctions to undergird justice in civil society ta resort to war, especialIy in its mcdem f o m . This is deceptive-

ly logical reasoning from abstraction to abstraction. The immediate issue facing manldnd is whether war can in fact
Serve as an instrument of justice. In an era of hydrogen-bomb
warfare, it may be impossible for military power to establish
wen an a p p h a t i o n to justice or wen to Ieave the way
open for a promising attempt to xestore a semblance of orderly society. Under these circumstances,no abstract or generalk d appeal to justice can of itself sustain a nonpaposition.

Furthermore, many leading politid philosophers, includi n g the founding fathers of the American republic, have held
that the parallel between coercion of individuals in civil
sodetg and the toercion of states in political u n i o n s is a mik
leading and highly dangerous one. The attempt to coerce
states by bringing "polioe actionf' against them a m d y is
dways war, involving violence against the admittedly innocent as well as against the allegedly guilty. It will be so re
garded by the people of the state against which the "police
action" is taken, and consequently such coercion cannot be
and in practice has not h,
the basis for functioning democratic unions of states.
If, therefore, United Nations activity in Korea is to bear

even a & h c e
to "police action" rather than simpIy
unmitigated warfare, factors of e a i n t and conml over the
military pmcess must be brought intu play, Such controls
will not be developed on the basis of military policy, but only
by cridcal judgment over it. Furthermore, the method of
"poke d o n " here represented should, in the process of time,
be eliminated in favor of police action by a sovereign b d y
over individuals. We suggest that this problem should have
more careful attention than it has had from church bodies
and Christians, as they seek to determine the attitude they
s h d d take toward present efforts though the United Nations to establish world order.
THE tESSER RllL?

A second problem in this general field that requires fresh
study is that which emerges whm Christians move from general reflections about order, justice and coercion to a realistic
study of tbe contemporary situation. Nonpacifist: Christians
hold that we in the westem world h d ourselves faced with
the lawlessness of the present world of stab and with the
"brutaI and impossible violence" of Russia and the other
Communist-blw countries. In thae circumstance, for the
United States not to maintain its military estabkhmemts, including its stockpile of atomic weapns, would leave the nonCommunist world open to devastating attack and would probably result in the extension of totalitarian tyranny over the
a d z e world. The exgonents of this policy readily agree that
it invoIvs taking the risk of global war, but they hold that
there is at least a chance that it may serve as a deterrent and
even preventive of global war. If, n e v e r t h h , war should
came, as they admit it may, then it may still prove the one
way to save ~ ~ n e t h from
j ~ g the onslaught of a demonic
tadit ' '
The advocates of this policy admit that it
is by no means free from evil, but maintain that it is the
lesser of two eviIs that mafront us.
The concept of the '?esser evil" is cLosely related to the
doctrine of "tragic necessity" which has received much emphasis in recpt Christian thinking, especially in discussion

.

as enmeshed in forces beyond his control.
Penitence tends to be thought of, not in its original s m e of
"turning around," but as the continuing attit& of one who,
though sorry for hfs *a, expects to continue in &em undet
the sheer necessity of his own nature and by social compulsions.
The dmme of the lesser evil says, in effect, hat though
all human choice is bad, it is morally necessary to choose the
lesser of two evils. Tbis distortion and ovenhpNcatfan
of the me picture of successive human situations with their
plural potentialities for good, ewil, and mixed courses, has
the practical e&ct of discouraging m y search for creatme
alternatives to the current nationd policy. Efforts to h d
such alternatives are labeled "romanticism" and "sentimentalism" and even "heqmnsibility,"
Although the ethic of the lesser evil thmreticdy bears up
on any human situation-in the home, in business, in
politics - its principal use in our time has been in connection with the problem of war, The actual, though unintended,
d
t of justifying war by the doctdne of the lesser evil is
to smctify a d a r political analysis with a twisted version
of the basic Christian insight abut tbe universality of sin.
To a considerable extent the concept of the lesser evil has
become a sort of private property of and-pa&t polemic.
The weakness of this is obvious: a valid insight regarding
the ambiguity of aU human choices s h o d not dictate any
p a t t i c k choice in advance of a thorough wei$ing d the
ethical issues hvolved, Granted that the success of the p
lemic here being examined was in a considerab1e m e m
due to pacifist claims of having avoided the ambiguities of
ethical cboice, still the use of a basic Christian principle as
a private t d of anti-pad&(: polemic is a perversion of its
reat meaning.
Christians on both sides of the battle line use the ethic of
the lesser evil to justify war on the part d their w p c t h e
nationshtes. During World War II a Selective SerPice
hard o f h i d asked cormiw~tiousobjector appearin b
presents ;an

imm

a

II

fore the tribunal where he would h if he were at that time
in Hitler Germany iastead of the United States. The C.O.
replied: "Probably in a concenbation camp, but may I ask
you whether if you were also in Hitlet Germany now, you
would be &g your present role?" This consideration further emphasizes the need of extreme caution in using the
doctrine of the Iesser evil in a g e n e r h d form.
Resort to the doctrine of the lesser eviI, moreover, though
it is not so intended, has the practical e h c t of largely nzling
out serious inquiry into the possible relevance of actual
political experiments in nonviolence. It makes impossible
any serious belief that in a time when demonic forces are
operating in history God has in Christ given bis Church a
distinctive way and a more than human power for overcoming such forces. In a tragic pliticd crisis, it leaves the
W t i a n with exactly the same choice of evils as the nonm ~ a n .The distinctive Gospel note of redemption from
sin by the available grace of Gd, the assurance that "if any
man is in Christ he is a new mature" and like the Apostle
'%an do dl things in Christ who ~ & & ~ e t h me," seems
lacking in this approach, AU this, however, raises the central
and deepest problem with which we have to deal, and we
shall return to it in another &n.
TYRANNY YS. WAR
The evils between which, in the supposed absence of any
redistic dbmative, the Chistian taday must choose are
said to be war aud tyranny. The pxevailing tendency to resort to the formula of the lesser e d obscures the fact that
war and tyranny are not always ttvo mutually exclusive possibikies, but nm together as apparently inseparable aspects
of a disintegration that threatens civilization. The hysteria,
fear, and preoccupadm with military strategy that mark
a war psychoIogy are incompatible with the long-range maintenance of a democratic way of life. The ethical compm
m k s demanded by wartime military strategy can k d y be
sanctioned only by the eclipsing of freely expressed moral
indignation. Should the expression of moral indignation

against atrocious conduct in a desperate war k o m e SUBciently strang to limit military strategy or to suggest its abandonment, it would unquestionably be put down by totalitarian means even in the United States. The chdce of tyranny makes for war, and the choice of war to end tyranny
makes for greater tyranny - and the n a t war. Sensitive
nonpa&ts are aware of this, and thus see through the
shallow enthusiasm (essential to war propaganda) that the
next victory will be a magical new beginning of a warless
worId ,
A broader and fundmental consideration relating to the
availability of war as an instnunent of justice must be In*
duced. Nonpa&t theologians and exponents of Christian
ethics tend to assume that war is an imperfect but essentiaIIy
neutrd instrument that can be used for given pohtical ends
that are invested with ethical value. They picture the nation as taking the taol of war off the shelf on occasion for
poli~cdends. All moral meaning attaches to the objective
of the nation, rather than to its means - war. The issue
&ween war or non-participation in war b relativizcd while
the degrees of cWerence in the politicd objectives of one
waning nation as against mothex axe in effect absolutized.
Swid studies do not sustain this optimistic view of war
as something that is radonally and w W y conboIlabIe,
morally and ethicdy neueal, culturally and sociologically
set apart.
sodal psychology, for example, furnishes no support for
the idea that only the wars of our enemieg mdt from "the
lusts that war in your members." It does not substantiate
the concept of the static neutrality of war. It sees war as
both deep and brod hi human Me. War is not a neatrd
or aseptic tool but a symptom of sickness, a climax of a
series of acts in which iadividuals and p u p s externalize
their problems in the enemy, the outer expression of inner
conact in a society.
The social
sa war as the h a 1 stage in a
process of world disorganization of which various forms of
totalitarianism and revolution are preliminary s t a p . War

osciUates from effect of disorganization to cause, then back
ba effect again, and so on. War carries disorganizadm to the
entire popdadon and a11 phases of culture. We witness the
personal dem~ahationof the soldier and the civilian, vast

economic and politica1 dislocations, the dysgenic effect of
war and the break-up of social institutions. Even on the
assumption that the "tool" of war, though used In the past
for such evil ends as plunder, tribute, imperialism, and
military glory, is now In the service of relatively good ends
Wre the suppression of tyranny, it is &I a tool which the
sucial pathologist regards as covered with the germs of an
advanced c a e of communicable disease,
The military historian and the students of the war s p
tern as a culture bring us to the same conclusion. They
suggest that theologians who make power cenhd in their
polltical analysis have made far too little of the power that
the war system represents: a cluster of pwer jealous of its
awn prerogatives in relation to d other human orders. In
undertaking to make use of war and the military the Chrisdan community is Erying to use an essentially supranational
"caste" wirh centuries of overlaid creed and practice that
have defied all attempts of economic and politicat forces
to conquer it. It is a caste that hss survivd every kind of
culture and defied the predictive powers of science. When
nonpacifist Christians propose to pick this tool off the sheN
of culture, they are embradng one of the most sovereignly
successful cultures of history: continuous, resilient, and explosive. In w a r b e it is this military caste that largely formulates poky and determines the nature of the use of power.
In practice if not h theory, total loyalty Is required of the
CMstian soldier and this is made virtually synon~muluswith
unquesdonhg obedience to military orders. In such a situation, rather than using war as a tool, the indiddual hds
h h d f the too1 in the hands of the war system.
FhaUy, SOcioIogy xules out the concept of war as a -1
with which to protect the culhlre, since today war is not occasional, accidental, or peripheral. War is the culture of
our age and the culture ts war. It is an amiable optimism

that sea in war not the mank who will destroy d-rtcg
but the slave who wiU obediently serve it.
In view of such considexatiofls, nonpacifism shoald no
longer claim automatic and exclusive title to such terms as
"responsible," "politicdy concerned" and ''realistic." Certainly the idea that pa*
provides a workable way of
resisting violence and of iusuring reconciliation has often
been bound to pacifism as an ideological stand, and has &us
been d m a i r e and abstracl. But nmpacifism may similarly be b i n a i r e and abstract, automatically assuming the
validity of a political aualysis that springs fFom the ideological stand of nonpapacifism, To argue, via the doctrine of
the lesser evil, that resort to war alone can save civilizaton
from tyranny, obviously is to preclude the possibility that
civilization can rid it& of tyrauny by other means. This
can be said without assuming that refusal to participate In
war will of itself prevent tyranny or a tragic s a d sm&.
We must guard against two fiusiws: that war solves the
probIem of tyranny, and that refusal to participate in war
leaves us without any means to combat tyranny.
CWRCH AND CULTURE

Those who accept resort to atomic wax generally do SO
within the political and cultural Eramework of the nation
in which they happen to live. They regard their dtizenship in the nation and participation in its culture as a "destiny," from the responsibilities and limitations of which men
cannot escape. There is a s b n g dispsition also for the
kders of the Church to identify themselves with "the
responsible @tical leaders" of the country, who in a considerable number of instances are also prominent churchmen. A padkt or other program which these men c d d
not embrace while continuing to "hold positions of effective
political Iead&pJ' is likely to be dhmissed as unworthy of
serious consideration.
The Dun Commission Report, whose authors for the most
part proceed from the basis just stated, presents $ hyptheticd picture of the power struggle. On the one side it

portrays a peaceloving and democratic United States and
the powers associated with it. On the other it poses an
sggressor who is the emhdiment of a debasing and enslaving t o t a l i t a r h i m , which it is determined to impose upon
tbe rest of the world, and who might launch an unprovoked
atomic attack upon the free and peace-loving sector of the
world. We have no intention of minimizing the threat of
war or of tyranny from the Moscow center of power. We
see that tyranny spread before our eyes; we h o w that it
is rapidly stocking its own arsenal of atomic and other
weapm.
At the same time we see that the sway of this tyranny
grows faster and wider precidy in those areas most disrupted by the last war, whose purpose was to check tyranny
and remove the threat of war, Furthermore, even though
the United States power is motivated by democratic considerations and in this regard is morally preferable to Russian
power, it does not fobw that United States policy is hmune frwz criticism nor unadulterated with less worthy
motives.

It was the United States &at by a unilateral decision fist
used atomic weapons and thus ushered in the era of ator&
war. To its credit, the report on Atomic Warfare and the
Christian Fath prwented in 1945 by the Calhoun Commission callnd the nation to repentance for these acts. But
in 1950 the Dun Commission fa& to remind the Church
of this need for repentance and leaves out my explicit recognition of the passible provocative effect of these actions,
and heir con!ribution to the meadon of the atmosphere of
suspicion, fear and hysteria that grips the world today. Under the circumstances, we s h d d be prepared to reckon
sympathetically and understandingly with the fact &at there
are mdtitudes bttt in Communist-bloc countria and elsewhere not prepared to attach much credence to American
protesta~ns that we shall never be 6 r s t to use atomic
weapons again. They tend to regard us as either naive or
exceedingly devious when we profess to feel injured bcause our assurances are not taken at face value.

The policy of the United States is derived from more than
moral consideralions having to do with such ends as "demw
cxacy" and 'peace." Basic, also, are considerations of power: an expansionist drive, the maintenance of a hi@?
privileged economic and political position, and sheer survival in a sku& with other nations, especially those of
the Conmdst bloc. hsequently, those who suppoa
American military policy share the burden of proof for showing that t;he role of the United S t a h in the world today
does not actually retard the elimination of feudalism, the
raising of the standard of living (next to impossibk along
with large-~cder m m m t ) , and the b a g of new social and political structures.
It is not Wcult to understand the view hdd by many
non-Communists in other countries that it is precisely the
United States that today stands in the way of a deepgoing
and widwead democratization of the life of manldnd.
Multitudes, especially in the w j d e d backward cuunoSes,

for discernible reasons look to Communism for liberation.
The immense stock of good will that the United States and
Westem democracy so recently had in the Orient is now
low. It folIows that the military measures being taken to
establish a "defense" position in the Orient are more likely
to hinder than help the solution of the problem, especially
when military e x p e n d i m outstrip those for economic assistance by a ratio of many billions to a few millions.
A small segment of the Christian movement pays some
attention to this phase of the world picture, as when the
Dun Commission o b m e s that "if the moraI and political
s&uggIe with Communism is lost, no miIftary strength d
l
avail." But the Church in general gives far too little thought
to the question as to how these two kinds of struggle - moral,
political and economic on the one hand, and military on the
other can tie combined e£Fectitvely, and how the present
situation, where "ccwstructiveu programs command sums
that are inhitesimai h comparison with military expenditures, can be changed.
Furthermore, we must face the changes in the pow-
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relationships within American society that are needed and
how these changes may be accomplished. The problem of
whether a nation can make adequate progressive soda1
changes while its resources and energie are IargeIy concentrated on military acthrities - a problem that keeps Wek
tern European c o u n ~ e sconstantly tottering on the edge of
crisis - receives Ear too little consideration.
So much has already been yielded to military apediency
that the plitical and military Ieaders of the nation am undoubtedly confident of the outcome if a "supreme crisis" requires that the Church yleld still more. It is weU enough to
say that "the Church cannot acquiesce in the supremacy of
d t a r y considerations wen in war time, nor in the view
that m d m war may properly, even in case of extreme
peril to nation, church, or culture, become total war!'*
Christians have to say this and should act upon it. But
Christians also have already gone so far as to call "rigomus
blockades of foodstuffs essential to civilian life and obliteration bombing of civilian areas, however repupant to hum m e feehgs , jusdfiabk on Christian grounds."'
They
have, moreover, speci6cdy dowed for atomic bombing in
a future war, Having yielded so far in "peace h e , " it is
utterly unrealistic to suppose that when the national existence actually is at stake in war they will d d e n I y produce
the power, or even the wiU, to call a halt. Instead, they wiU
draw on the old arguments that we are all deeply involved
in guilt, that we cannot "contract out" of saciety, or divest
d v e s of "responsibility" in the h d a t e situation.
Military and political. leaders know all this and act upon the
assumpdon that the churches give them a blank check.
To cite one more illustration, since we are here d d n g
with a m d y crucial pint: AII sensitive ChrIsdans recoil
both from the idea of having the United States use atomic
weapons h s t in another war and from the idea of preventive war. But the Dun Report
no further than to
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suggest that "the nation which uses atomic weapons &st ,
bears a special burden of responsibility for the h o s t Inevitable development of extensive mass destruction." This
is meant to have some deterrent effect, presumably, on poUcy
makers. But a president or chief of staE believing it likely
that in a day or an hour the enemy will launch a devastating atomic attack which might be prevented or blunted if
"our side" struck first, will regard such a statement as a green
light for taking the initiative. He will undertake whatever
"special burden of sesponsibw this involves rather than
the "specla1 burden of responsibilitf' that giving the enemy
an imprtant advantage would entail. If Christian leaders
mean that in such an went they will repudiate the leader
making such a decision and refuse to support the war tbus
initiated, then once again they need to make this explicit in
dvance, and to prepate for this dramatic action. It is
likely that in such a crisis the contention that the enemy
realIy 'bgan" the war will be advancd. But this is no
so1utio.n. It simply brings up another certainty, namely that
policy makers on each side will manage to resolve in their own
favor this question of what begimhg a war means in a
situation where two blocs have been feverishly arming far
years. That an institution, like a church, that has gone
along with the p m s of rivalry in armaments, is going to
have the will or power to reverse its previous course is wellnigh i n d k .
The idea of preventive war presents, on a Imge scale,
essentially the same pxoblem. This idea of a "preventive
war," we are toId, "we must put behind us as a Satanic
temptation." It is easy to use this strong Ianguage at a time
when it means, in practical terms, simply that we are against
going to war now when the decisive p?iq makers are also
against it. If it means that there is a species of war that
Christian leaders would unequivocally refrise to support,
whatever the consequences, then once again it is necarefully to d e h e this species and to prepare thmselves
and the churches for this di£Edt action.
In the p& it bas dways been pwslile for each govern-
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ment to satisfy ib own citizens that a given war was e m tially defensive on its part, or on some other ground just and
unavoidable. Even when there has been some doubt on this
score* its people, including church people, nevertheless went
along. It is, therefore, utterIy unrealistic to suppose that
these people, and the chmhes, will adopt another pattern
of behavior in a crisis when the very e ~ t e n c eof the nation and the culture will seem to be at stake, when Eear wiU
be more intense and censorship more rigid than ever, when
conscription and general regimentation will prevail, and
when churches are identified with the nation and the culture. If we are to hope that in such an hour the churches
may draw a line, then that eventuality must be prepared for
now. As much care must go into preparation for this
swategy of mistance and nonconformity as goes into military preparations. Instead of having increasing secrecy
h m n about military preparations and basic policy decisions, it would be neoessary to make information about
such matters available to the people so as to enable them
to make democratic decisions. If steps are not immediately
taken to bring about this condition, surely support ought
to be withdrawn from llnlimited military preparations.
In the Iight of these considerations, the question whether
the likely outcoma of war between the dominant power-blocs
is such as to justify resort to atomic war, a h needs a much
more thorough s d y than it has yet received. There is
now universaUy admitted doubt as to whether any "victory"
is pwsible in such a war and whether enough reserves of
physicaI resources, let alone h c y , justice, and mercy
would be left with which to build a decent world. The
question we are raising, then, is W:Suppose d efforts
ta "deter aggression" and to put ofF or prevent war - for
exampk, by building up Westem military power to offset
Soviet bloc power - have been exhausted. Admittedly such
a moment may come. AlI of us know that it is "only
an oubide chance" that war may in the end be averted by
the bdancitlg of power against power. But if war is not
a
d the choice is then (assuming that nonviolent re-

s i m c e or some such d m a t i v e is ruled out as impractical)
the final awful choice between global, atomic war or at
least temporary "submissim" to Communist d e .
The chance that both global war and t o d i t a r i m h
may be avoided by the build-up of Western military powa
as a deterrent on Soviet "aggression" is admittdy very
slight. It would come about only if more ressaint over
power than comes from mexe pragmatic and secular use of
power is actudy marshalled. A purely secular arms race
is almost bound to be selfdestructive. Rivalry in mmment
between big powers does not ordinarily end in stdemate
and peace. Has it indeed ever done so? The counterarmament which from one viewpoint "deters," from another viewpoint appears obviously to demand countering
in kind. It increases suspicion, fear and a sense of selfrighteousness, since each side is convinmd that it is engaged in selfdefense. Apart from very temporary periods
of shght relaxation, therefore, tension mounts. Anything is
a 'lesser evil" than submission while a chance remains that
resort to war might bring vic?ory.
Furthermore, those on each side who have developed the
habits of power and have vested interests in power, as have
the rulers of Russia, for example, are as afraid of having
'peace" break out as of having general war break out. hdeed, in a certain sense they fear the former more than
the latter. For, in the h s t pIace, the men of power on each
side cherish the hope that they may win and thus retain
power, possibly even gain more. In a peaceful, unarmed
world, on the other hand, theit kind of power would no
longer exist. In totaIitarian countries heads would almost
certainly roll in the transition to "peace," In the second
place, the men of power h o w how to handle the insmment of wax; they have no knowledge or mining in a substitute strategy for war. Once again, then, the chance that
in the present globaI simggle, stalemak and then peace may
be achieved by building armament against armament, Is
very slim.
Two observations seem appropriate and in fact inevitable

thfs point. First, the churches and Christian leaders
who go along with a poky of arming are apparently
at

concerned to
almost no judgment over tbe arming.
This lets purely military planners c d the tune. Second,
they evfdence no awareness of the possible need to extricate t h d v e s from a war which may be a @eater e d
than temporary ucapitulation" to tyranny. They will certainly not be able to extricate themselves unless, as we have
previously observed, serious preparations for such a revoIutimary shift in program are undertaken now. Otherwise,
those who embrace tbe policy of arming as a deterrent are
in fact embracing an uncritical arms race.
To put our criticisms of prevderrt contemporary thought
on the responsible use of power in religious terms, the fact
that the United States is a great Power, equipped with 8
colossal, &ahgically
monstrous military €stab-mt,
is accepted by contemprary exponents of the nonpadbt
posttion as something given. It is tacitly assumed that God
has brought the United States to its present place and endowed it with its present power. Some countenance is,
perhaps, by imphation or omission, given to the idea all
b o generally held that the m s i o n of wealth and p e r
is the reward for national virtue. The spokesmen of the
Christian Church ia the West then take their place by the
side of the economic, political and militmy leaders who
man- or perhaps seem to man - t h e controls in tbis
society and determine how and when this power is to be
used. Fnnn that vantage pint, the question is put as to
what constitutes "~sponsible"behavior in this context and
"responsible" use of available power. But this approach omits
serious reckoning with such basic questions as whether
power has not been acquired in an irresponsible manner,
whether it may not in some respcts be "demonic" in
character, and whether the instrumentalities employed by
the power-state are not diabolical in character and suicidal
in effect, inherently d t b e d to serve the ends either of
justice or of love. In so far as this is the case, the divine
judgment, not b M g , rests u p the nation. Except it

repent, it will perish. It is the peculiar resp~nsibjljqof the
Church constantly ta raise such prior questions rather than
encouraging an uncritical acceptance of the power situation of the moment as the context witErin which alone "re
sponsible" action can take place.
Two brief observations may here. be made regarding the
effect of these conditions on the role and life of the
churches themselves. While there may be profound and
meaningful significance to the spiritual dimensions of the
ecumenical church, and a high intentioned unity among all
Christians, the fact remains that the ecumenical church is
very Imgely a victim of the political divisions of our time.
h has been next to pweriess to e&t any political counterpart to its professed spiritual anity. The churches do not
serve as a bridge between s u n d e d peoples. They axe d y
in a very restricted sense recxlnciling forces. They do not
bring an independent judgment to beat on the confict,
nor do they make an impact on the culture of respective
sections of the world, which might result ia the transformation of that culture. The churches do none of these things
because they are themselves parts of the sundered cultures,
their spolremen, justifiers and prisoners. Even the emph&s
on what an either side is caIIed "ecumenicitf may wd,
under these circumstances, mean primarily a yi&g
to the
demand of the state for closet solidarity in the secular
struggle for survival rather tholn a response to an inward
and genuinely Christiaxl impulse toward unity in Christ.
Even the elementary task of preaching the Gospel freely
to every creature the churches do not and cannot now ad+
quately fulfill, as recent developments in a numkr of mission fidds testify. The fact that in a muntrg D h the
United States we seIdom even entertain seriously the idea
of winning C o r n m e to Christ Is another illustration of
the impasse we have reached. Whether in West or East,
the "universal" gospel of Christ is p d e d , save for a very
few exceptions, only by those who are M y attached to
the national state and to the prevailing cultural paern of
the region. A ChrWm mission that would carry the Word,

did, to evwp class and region, not
being deterred from going where they would not be wanted
and would te persecuted, is hardly seriously thought of today. And this is not merely because s t a b enforce repressive measures, though in various forms and degrees they
do and this is a troublesome factor, On tbe part of large
sections in the churches there is no vita]. desire to preach
the Gospel to the "foreipr" or the "enemy." More sensidve and less parochial Christians, though they may not be
fully aware of the situation, yet sense that they are essentially representatives of American Christianity or British
Christianity, or Russian, as tbe case may be, bearing the
mark of their nation and culture, rather than apostles who
bear no maxk but that of the Cross of Christ and who speak
from within a universal fellowship in which there is W y
neither white nor black, neither American nor Russian.
Christians should proclaim peace to dl, both &em that are
near and them that ate afar.
as the early Christians

PART TWO -OUR RESOURCES

Love -as constraint, guide and grace
Thus we have come to the central issue as to whether
in the Christian gospel and especially in the concept of the
divine Lwe (Agape) as revealed in Christ we have indeed
a disdnctively Christian norm, a light wbich may flumine
our darkness and dispel our confusion and a source of
power whfch m a y enable us to overcome our weahas and
fear.

LOVE IS ULYMATE
All Christians agree that this love of Christ "constrains"
us. It is from His love poured out for us that we derive
our life as individuals and as a Church, T h e framework in
which the Christian and the Church operate ought to be
the service of Christ rather than any human lnstiturion or

pattern of culture. Not that we can simply stand apart
from the latter, but neither wght we to be subjected or
enslaved by them. We seme Christ in our day and generat w n and is our statiorz in life with all its limitation and
frustration, but it is Christ and not our age or our "statfort
ftr life" that we sew&. The ultimate norms of conduct are
given to men and to human institutions by W s teve
lation in Christ. Christians do not have to achieve recognition and success in terms of a given nation or culture. They
have a meaningful basis of action even in situations meaningless ia terms of their pragmatic possibility, a constraint
action smnger than the promise of success, They have also,
therefore, hope without having to base hope on the possibility of quick, neat answers to wexy contempoxarg pmb
Iem. They have moral earnesbess witbout the need to
believe in a utopian dream of moral perfection.
Another way to state this aspect of Christian experience
is to say that the standing-ground of the Christian is &st
of all within the Church, which is a universal society based
on love and charged with the ministry of reconciliation.
Witbin this society --"in Christ Jesus"- thexe can be
neither Jew nor Gentile; barbarian, Scythian; bondmaa,
freeman; male or female, since "Christ is a l l and in all."
As a member of this society, the Christian sees other men
not as black or white, nor primarily as Americans, Russians,
Chinese, Gennans, but as made in the image of the same
God as himself: subjects of redemption in Christ to whom
it is urgent that His gospel should be preached, as neighbors whom he is to love as he loves himself and even as
Christ has loved him.
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LOYE IS A WIDE TO ACTION

The love of God made known in Christ provides not
merely the hamework or orientation for the Christian life,
but also a guide to the nature of Christian acdm in concrete situations. Practical decisions have to be made in
the Iight of the fullest possible service to the Gospel norm.
This norm is agape1ove. Seen in its divine expression, it

is the love of God poured out for men in the liEe and
death of Christ. Humanly dehed, it is love far the neighbor, m a , outpwrIng Iove. I& principle is not that we
love those who are worthy of Iove, which in practice always
comes d o m to I d g those who love us. The principle
of Christian love is that it is by h s t being b e d that men
may be redeemed and become worthy of love, "even as
Christ a
h died for us while we were yet sinners," We
love ' k b e c a u s e God M loved us."
This is not to c h that we incarnate this love perfectly, nor to minimize the d S d t i a of applying it, especially in palidcd We and international relations. Nevertheless, the Incarnation of the divine love in the lives of
men and In the history of mankind remains the norm for
the Chistian and for the Church. We ought to be able to
appeal to the norm even In justihation of actions that seem
to contradict it. Even when in the ambiguities of historical
decisions we choose what we regard as h e r d,
we
should weigh the altemativeg against the norm of love and
not some other standard. Only such a procedure can p m
kct us @mt moral relativism and antinomianism, Nonpa&
makes its m g e s t case when it appeals to the norm
+of love for the neighbor as ground for the use of violence
against his attacker. It fs to the norm of love that men pay
trfbute
often unronsdously when they jusd€y the soldim on the ground that he lays down his & for bis fellows.
To rempiw this is not to dxspose of the problem of
modern war. Modern nations are seldom if ever motivated
by protective love when they go to war. Even if m a n y
individuals h a nation honestly fed that they are trying
to extend the protection of love to innacent victims, this
motive plays almost no part in the making of poIicy ded o l t s at critical moments.
The use of violena in the d : c e of protective love
raises fundamental religious questions. For the Christian
anscience the primary question is not whether thfs hdividual m that is ta die a violent death, or even w h e k
such a fate is to overtake many thousands in one nation or
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another. For the Chrisdan conscience the basic issue is not
what it means to die but what it means to inflict death
on another. The problem is not an impersonal or arithmetical one but in an entirely di£Eerent dimension, viz.,
the ethical. The protective function of lwe in Christian
thought extends ta all men, and includes the attacker, tfie
enemy. Even in a dear case of one who mskes an unprovoked attack on an innocent victim, a Christian cannot,
in the face of the clear teaching of the New Testament and
the example of bis hrd, u~ccritfcalfyaccept a violent de
fense that wreaks injury upon the attacker.
Moral judgment h to be pronounced against the attacker, but whether this justifies his annihhtion, as punishment or on other grounds, is a different matter. A Christian
cannot assume automatically that he meets the requiremen&
of protective love by sWihg out at an attacker, even though
by so doing he indubitably saves the intended victim from
injury. It is possible that even so he may have sinned
against love and done grave spiritud injury to both attacker
and victim. This will oertainly be the case if love fox the
former, who may well have needed it most, played no part
in the action taken.
If this is true ia such relatively simple situations, what
shall we say of situations that pit against each other t h sands of youth who do not know each other and who are
probably conscripted for warfare, or of dropping atomic
bombs on an enemy city? Does any real concern fox
those other neighbors on the far side of the b d e r wen
exist, not to speak of hding effective expcession? If arming Christian youth in order to protect those who are on
'bur side" exposes other neighbors, equally children of God,
to tbe risk of devastation - and this is the case in war
we can hardy avoid the question whether protective love is
really in evidence here,

-

LOVE IS BRACE

The divine Iwe maujfestd in Christ is more than the
"constraint," i.e., the impelling motive and basic orients-

tion, for Christian life and the guide for Christian action in
concrete situations. It is above all the grace of God upon
which, whether we be pacifists or nonpacifists, we depend
for forgiveness and redemption. W e have the zest md
courage to act in the Eace of our own uncleanness and weakness and armidst the compIexities and frigh$ul hazards of
such an age as ours, because we know that we are accepted
of God In disregard of any merits of our own and tbat
wbat is not possible for man is possibIe with God. When
we have acted, we are again conscious of the impurity of
our motives, the inadequacy of our commitment and faith,
and the insufEdenq of our wisdom and strength. Furthermore, the situation we face, after all our e h , will appear confused and magic. Thus It is again because we h o w
that we are jusby faith, and not by any worh of our
own, and that we am forgiven by love and renewed by the
operation of the Holy Spirit, that we experience W s
peace within and go forth to act in obedience to his commandment of love.
All Christians feel themselves under a deep sense of obbation to obey the commandment of love and to seek to
make the motive of love operative in the solution of plitical and socia1 crises. The padfist Christian finds it necessary to renounce violence wen though this appears ta
involve disregard of generally accepted considerations of prudence and of immediate consequences. He rejects dw idea
that we must in efect play God to hrrmm events i~ the
sense that we must involve owselves in the ethical contrad W m s of war in order to w e proximate historical sitsrativns,
Granted, he says, that somerimes we need "to save a situation* and that this will hvoIve compromise, the price of
resort to full-scale use of weapons of mass desfmction and
btaI war is too great a moral price to pay for an historical
dstence, especially when the expectation that such resort
to violence will save the historical existence rests on the
slenderest and mast precarious foundation.
h e can sometiunes prove more practical and expedient
than the calcuIations of q d i m c y . Faithfulaess to prin-

ciple in the abstract may be more "realistic" than calrmlation in the concrete. The principle of love may be to the
culture as a parent is to the child, a wisdom not immediately understood but finally valid. Even if it be granted
that we have no explicit guidance in theory or Scripture as
to where love can be more expedient than calcdation, the
possibility cannot ix rejected by labeling those who refraitl
from the use of violence in a given situation as "irmponsk

ble ."

This d m not mean, however, that the pacifist Christian
is in an unambiguous position. He has not exticated himseJf horn the historical situation, from the society to
which he belongs, ox from his station in life. H e is, thexefore, not free from responsibility for the results of his action,
In rejecting mIimce on the cdcuhon on which a secular
ethic depends and starting instead with okdience to the
commandment of love, he has not freed himself from the
necessity to use calculation, in a religious ethic, as the
means to discover the best way of implementing the demands of faith. h his connection he, too, is liable to
error and will be influenced by preconceptions and prejudice of which he may be unaware. He will fall far short
of incarnating the love to which he professes degianoe and
sewing as a channel fox the p e r and grace of God by
which h e , he contends, men and history can be redeemed.
He, too, must in the end as in the beginning throw himself upon the mercy of Cod and h d consolation and peace
in the conviction that the issues of history are in God's
hmds and not in his.
MEANING OF HISTORY

In seeking to grasp the meaning of history and the consequent function of the Christian and the Church In relation to the historical process, Christians are subject to
diverse temptations and errors.
Some deny the power of God to impart meaning to
the historical process itdl and to transform tbe kingdoms
of this world into the hgdoms of His Christ, Only in an
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e q u i d sense and h a remote degree do they see the
Spirit of God working through Christ, tbt Cbuxch and the
Christian, actually changing and sanebfylng the course of

human events and the history of mankind. They tend to
see no real relation between the eternal and the historical,
the spiritual and the political. The meaning of history in
any important sense is not to be sought or achieved, they
say, in history but only beyond history.'
The practicaI outcome of this approach, as we suggested
in an e a r k section, is that the Church and Christians
generally, who obviously cannot e x w a t e themselves from
history and society, became bulwarks and agents of the
status quo. They Impart a certain sanctity to what nations
and cultures are actudy doing. The consequence is that
iu aa age of crisis and disintegration such as this, secular,
militarized, &talitarian regimes prevail or tend to prevail.
Church= have then the choice of accepting the dominadon of even such a regime and becoming i& ininstrument for
keeping the masts in control, w of h a l l y sweripg theft
ties with the nation aud the culture. Since by then they
lRin have been reduced to a tiny remnant of those who
patiently submit to ostracism and persecution, the churches
will, in tbe ordinary sense of the term, d s e no effect
upon the immediate historical situation.
Other Christians, though probably f m than was once
the case, &ink that the will of God can be fully realized
in history, or must be r e a l i d within its bounds in so far
as it fs realized at all. This also is a distortion of the Christian pspel. And the paradoxical outcome in this case is
that h catastrophic epochs it is such "idealists" and o p
timists who are utterly bereft of hope. Having experienced
defeat, they conclude that Gal is dead and Christ is not
risen. They despair of the Church at the very momat
when the o p p t m i t y ta build a new cuiture may by God's
grace be o m g before it. They despair of the seed at
the moment when, having died, it is about to bear much
fruit.
The conclusion to which the Christian is carried is clear.

As an individual he is called to o k d h ~ to
e his Load, i.e.,
to the commandment of love, but rhis obedience he can in
some degree render only because he has h t exptzhced
this love as unmerited grace which eIidts the v n s e of
gratitude. Seeking to obey Gcd, he must again throw himself u p the lxwn61.e~~
mercy of God revealed in Christ.
h k e d at in a broader perspective, Christians and the C h d
must seek to do the will of God and to mediate the love
of Grist in every situation and in all times. This is their
task in history and it is this that gives meaning to history.
But it is God's will, not the Church's will or the C h d s
idea of G a l ' s will, which is to be done, and the power to
do it is likewise God's. The Church and the Christian cannot see history as God
it. They cannot dictate how
G d will redeem history and give it mcanfng. As they must
walk in the way of obedience, so they must walk in faith
and not by sight. No political or cultural achievement of
men should lure them into the belief that history no
longer needs redemption, No historic catastrophe should
cause them to despair as those who have no hope and who
believe that history cannot be deemed. "It is not for
you to know tima or seasons, which the Father had set
within bis own authority but ye shall receive power
and ye s b d be my whesses
, unto the uttermost part
of the earth."
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PART THREE CONCLUSIONS
It is incumbent upon us to q to draw conclusions from
this study. We seek to do this as Christians who are conscious of their membership in an Ecumenical Church and
who are deeply concerned about ics mission in this time
of tribulation.
THE HEED FOR A UN
m
l VOICE
W e suggest &at a greater and more determined effort
should be made to reach the point w k the Churcb cau

deliver a more u a i d witnas on the issue of umtemporary
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war, It is highly dangerous in such a time as this for the
members to resign themselves to a multiplicity of Christian attitudes toward war combined with
mutual toleration of diverse viewpoints. Lack of a common m e s s , even when prompted by the d&e to maintain a Christian fellowship despite differaces in ethical
judgment, weakens the ecumenical impact of the Church.
We have no illusions about the difEculties involved jn
seeIdng such a common mind. We do not equate uniformity
with unity and we are aware of the dangers of d c i d or
authoritarian unities. Yet the call of the Apostle comes
ta us as it did to the Early Church, in the midst of its
weaknesses and divisions: "I beseech you through the name
of out Lard Jesus Christ that ye d speak the same thing
and
that ye be perfected together in the same mind
and in the same judgment."
If we accept the necessity of seeking a common witness with regard to war and related issues, &en this agreement must be implemented in the program of the Church
and the churches. Toward this end
a. Memgs should I
x held in which nonpaciht and
pacifist theologians, ministers, youth, etc., discuss these problems. It seems likely that theologicaI seminaries may be
able to render a specid service in this field.
b. Tbe National Council of Churches might sponsor
a n o h Commission in the series that has already included
the Calhoun Commission (with two reports) and the
Dun Commission. Perhaps it is too soon to undertake this.
On the other hand, there was a widespread feeling even
among those who on the whole accepted Its approach, that
time had been lacking satisfactody to carry out the heavy
assignment that was given the Dun Commission. If care
were taken to make a new Commission thoroughly representative and it aditself s p e d d y to the attempt
rn achieve an "8cumenical" utterance, the attempt might
bear fruit,
c. Prayer, study and discussion of the problem should
take place on all levels - iu Christian prayer and cell
churches and their

...
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groups, in the local church and its various oqpnhtiolls, in
ministerial associations, in denominational and interdenminational Christian youth organizations, in state, regional and
national eccIesiasticaI assemblies.
d. So far as possibIe in the time availafile, the Study
department and various commissions of the World Council
of Churches should, in preparing for the Evanstan Assembly, take full cognizance of the necessity of wrestling with
the problem of achieving a more united voice on the h u e
of the Christian conscience and war in our day,
A BREAK WtfH WAR?

We suggest that in the present historical context it b
incumbent on nonpacifist Christians to consider whether the
hour has not smck for the Church to issue a condemnation
of war as an instrument of policy, to declare that it cannot
serve as an instrument of justice, much less of love, and
to teach that participation in war under modem conditions requires compromises that the Christian conscience
cannot tolerate.
This is not a proposal that the Church shwld now
embrace pacifism as a political ideology nor that Christians
should universally adopt a tbeo10gy ox ethical philmphy
that may have been associated with Christian padism.
Nor is it a suggestion for legalistic excommunication of individuals who desire to be in the Christian fellowship though
not prepared fully to appropriate as their own such a corprate witoess. {Pacifists should be the h t to suggest that
there is no place for the dissenter with a sensitive conscience in the Mowship of the Church,)
It is to suggest, however, that fidelity b the assumption
on which both pacifist and nonpChristians agree now
xequlires tbe Church to break with modern absoIutized war.
It is to suggest that it is no longer possible for the Church
to be the Church and to carry out her own distindve
and divine mission unIess she adopts &is corporate witness.
To state the matter in another way: there is wellnigh universal agreement that vocational p&m
and vocational pa-

cifists have a place in the Church. Our quetion is whether
the time has not arrived when the Church and its members generdy s h o d follow this vocation, in d e r that the
Church should be to culhue what the paci6st is ta the

Church.

E m sensitive nonpacifists have indicated the need for
restmint over the power struggle, and asserted that every
e m shouId be made to "keep the cold war cold" in order
that we can "buy time" to negotiate plitical issues between
present blocs of power and to develop machinery for maintaining peace. They have M
e
r suggested that the Church
cannot acquiesce in a war conducted by the norm of sheer
military d e n c y , and that: aIl d-es
of preventhe
and inevitabIe war must resoIutely k rejected.
If we agree as Christians on these points, then we have
ample room for decided and concerted witness. Such a
wituess must be more than verbalization by theo1ogians in
little understood and hardly publicized documents. It must
be a radical witness that reaches the general run of church
members, and marshals their concern and effort against d
the secular forces driving us toward the use of war as a
solution to our current problems.
Our nation is not tempted to destroy its power. Even
political isolationism now advocates strong armament, and
in its new versions generally argues for de single-handed
use of great American power without regard for the will
of the community of nations as expressed in the United
Nations. Ude responsib'ity devolves even on d t i v e
nwpacikts to urge military preparation. But tremendous
rqwnsibibty falls on all Christians to qualify such preparation. The exercise of this responsibility needs a clear voice.
This dear voice must be more than a traditional word of
caution: it must be a radical qualification of the w o l e
military enterprise and system, which as we have suggested,
is the very expression of our contemporary secular culture.
If the Church and Christian leaders are to exercise actual
restraint they must - we suggest - put governments clearly
on notice now that the Church wilI not support or condone

preventive war or h t resort to atomic ox bactedological war,
and that in the ultimate situation she will not &ate the WE
of mass destruction in a suicidal situation. The danger that
such a decIaration would tie the hands of statesmen and
military leaden at the present time is nut so great as the
danger that its Iack leaves such planners to project policy
in the almost certain bowledge that the voice of tbe
church d never effectfvely qualxfp their pdcies when
they become 'hecesary" to the State.
It seems clear that if a large segment of the Christian
Church must st some future time expect to h d itself unable to support the pplicies of the nation, especialIy at a
moment of extreme crisis when its very existence may be,
and certainly will appear to be, at stake, more is needed
than a simple declaration, no matter bow clear, that tbe
Church will not support p v m t i v e war, etc. These rn
matters that require definition and elaboration. Even though
not dl contingencies can be foreseen and a g d deal will
have to be left for decision "at the last moment," it will
be necessary for the Church to spell out in some detail
what is meant by "preventive war" and other terms, what
tests would be applied by churches or individual Christians in deciding whether the h e had been reached which
they must in obedience to God, "the soIe lord of conscimce,"
refuse to cross. Perhaps a commission of theologians, political scientists and others should tiegin work on this pmblem at an early date.
Besides this spelling out of the Church's program and
the conditions for its support or tolerance there must be
a careful study of what the Church and Qvistian people
need to know in order to judge intelligently whether these
conditions are being observed. It is e m e l y doubtful
whether even Christian Ieadrs have access to sufficient information about what goes on in the State Department or
the Pentagon to meet tais requirement. Here is m intricate and highly critical probIem to wbieh Christian Ieaders
and social dentists should address themselves.
Lastly, the memkship of the Church, and especially

its youth, need to be trained in the C k & h teaching with
regard to war. Christian youth must: be taught as an integral

part of the religious education program in local churches
the distinction between what is Christian and what may
be expedient, pemhible, or defensible on political and
cultural grounds. And they should he prepared now for
th possibility that m e day, wen on a nmpacifist basis, they
would have to refuse military service, with all that this
implies,
Save in rare instances, this is simply not being done today. That there are few cmsdmtious objectors may, in
this context, be a matter of ma11 import. But there are
other more serious facts. The conscientious objector posflion is s d l l inkpenfly presented in the training of youth.
In most churches it is mot underst4 and is frequently regarded with contempt. Few young church members, as the
draft claims them for the armed forces, are aware of m y
tension between what is Christian and what may be allowed
or defended an other grounds, To most of them it never
occurs &at "the dimensions of the evilH in war are now
so great that the hour may soon come when they and the
whole Church will have to choose between war and Cbrist.
N these imply a d o u s gap in the current program of
Christian education. Nonpaciht teachers and leaders have
fully as much responsibIlitp as pacifists for W g this gap.
Until it is ised, it cannot be asserted realistically that the
Church is &g
to w d s e restraint on power or the
military irrstnunents that p e r employs. It cannot be
honestly a s e k d that there are circumstances unda which
the churches will break decisively witb the war policies of
a state. A break for which no preparations are made will
not occur.
Perhaps it is still possible to hold that we have not
reached "the ultimate ethical situation" in which war can
no longer be condoned on Christian grounds. But it is no
longer possible to say that contemplation of that situation
and actual preparation for dealing with it, can be postponed. It is conceivable that if the churches were to
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train their youths in this way governments might regrrrd
such training as not good for morale now. They might
hold that men under such tension are not fitted to be
soIdiers. In any event, the Church £am the necessity of
re-examining its life at this point. We cannot escape the
angush of these decisions, or the risk of divisions in the
Church and rejection by the world that they may entail.
A brief word may be added as to the probable &t of
such a renunciation of war, whether it took place now or
her. Even in what may be called a practical, political smse,
it is not certain that such a decisive bxeak with war on the
part of the Christian Church wodd be foolish or futile.
It might be the most practicd step the Church c o l a take.
Perhaps the way to peace and to freedom from tyranny
in o w time does lie in this dimtion. We are often
warned against taking the position that war is inevitable.
There are those who Sincerely hold that war can actually
be avoided on the basis of present American foreign policy
or some modification thereof. We submit that we cannot
either assume that war or the triumph of tyranny would be
come inevitable should a widespread renunciation of war
take place. Let us admit that in either case our judgments on such matters are liabIe to error and must be
somewhat tentative.
We do not here enter itlto a detailed discussion of alternative economic and political programs, im-t
as these
are. We are concerned primarily with tbe problem of
the Church - the theological or religious problem - rather
thau programs for public action. Our main thesis is that
we have to find a new focus or standing-ground before we
can think fruitfully about political programs, or act e k tively. The W b g of a Church tbat had broken with
war would be vastly different from its thinking today, and
who of us can now say what insights might be given by the
Spirit to the corporate prayer and thinhg of a Church
standing on that new vantage ground? Or who shall say
what in that case might take place in the realm of political

life?

Regolute support of alI a l l e f f o r t s of the peoples of mailed
countries to secure their independence and improved social and economic conditions; refusal to support re
actionary and totalitarian regimes aud encouragement of resistance to them; the practioe of undiluted democracy and
racial equality at home; the complete abandonment of the
doctrine and practice of "white supremacy" abroad; readiness to devote the nation's resources under United Nations
auspices to raising the world standard of living on some
such scale as we now devote to a military establishment;
ministering tn elementary human needs without discrimination on political, racial or religious grounds - these would
presumably be elements in a strategy of peace. A foreign policy under which the people of this country sought,
in so far as it was in their resources and power, to see to
it that henceforth not a chiId anpvhere in the world went
hungry or naked or shelterless or untended in illness or
without genemu opportunity for education, oodd make w,
in the words of Emerson's famous Essay on War, a nation
"which has a friend in the bottom of the heart of every
man." It might well provide more gendne security than
the mightiest atomic arsenal in the world.
Another specific possibility to which far too little thought
bas ken given, from either the political or the religious
angle, is that of resort to nonviolent means of defense
against aggression and xesistance to tyranny, if need for it
were to arise in spite d the adoption of a saund political
program for combatting Communism, such as we have just
sketched, Granted that such nonviohce is not an expression of unadulterated love or agape and that its exercise might
not be free from ambiguities, this can hardly be a pretext for
dismissing serious consideration of nonviolent political strategies.
In an age when the weapons of vidence are such as to
be less and Iess subject to rational or ethicd control and
their use probably suicidal, the h o s t complete lack of
d o u s study of nonviolence as rtn alternative is almost incredible. A decade and a half ago Jacques M a r i a said

backward

to his fellow-Catholics that "the example of Gmdhi s h d d
put us to shame. Not that it ought to be taken Irr an uncritical spirit or without reserrre, but it is heart-b&g
to
hear Catholics talk
with levity and contempt" of Gandhi,
his seategg and his methods. "There are other means
of warfare than secular means. If a spiritual means could
furnish arms of sufEcient strength, the debate would shift
its axis and andthe possibility of fresh solutions would appear."*
Here is another problem that might well merit the early
attention of Christian theologians, socia1 sciendsts and men
of affairs. A strategy of nonviolence for dealing with the titanic hues of our times may more adequately embody the
demands of Christian ethics than does the uncritical acceptance of the strategy of purely political warfare.
The effort needs to be made, by God's grace and under
the imphation and guidance of the Holy Spirit, to make
Christian love operative in the temporal order, in political
and social life and through its structures. Basically we
are not coopezators or collabrators with the temporal order,
but cooperators with God. 'Toabsent oneself from history
is to seek death. Eternity does not vacate time; but possesses
it from on high. Our duty is to act on history to the
limit of our power, God being first served."**
In the nature of the case we are not guaranteed success
in the worldly sense. But neither - let it be emphasized
again in an age when the masses no longer Iook b Christianity as a harbinger of h o p - are we doomed in advance
to fdure, The Christian is not required to choose from
among defeat if he remains byaI to Christian ethics, b
bayal of his deepest convictions if he seeks to l
x effective
in the life of his p p l e and his time, and perp&ud inaction.
To assume that the energies of the Spirit are without influence or potency in the temporal order is Manichean and
not Christian thinking,
Our basic contention is precisely that both lumpacifists

...

-

and pacifists, t?te Mers and ~ ? m ofs the Church as a
wkole, the etmenicrri Church, need to
anew a d
mgetker this tusk of mahing &e wisdom und the mergks
of the Spirit pLnd in the temporal wdsr.
Whatwer may be the elements entering into a strategy
to avert catastrophe and to make a demcmatic and creative
world order m I e , it is dear drat tbis cotmtty and the
Western world generally wilI have neither the clarity of
vision nor the will and the moral energy needed to devise
and execute such a program anless they &eve a &ornu&going psychological reorientation, and tap new sources of
spiritual power. Only on this basis can they develop a
dynamism to meet that which is incarnated in the Communist movement.
There is no agency in sight except the Church to s e m
as the channel of new Pision and power from above. But
the Church itself wiU have to experience a new birth, a
Pentecost, if it is to serve this pur~nweand to be the Body
in which Christ cams to heal and redeem our age, "to
shine upon them that sit in darkness and the shadow of
death, to guide our feet into the way of peace." We have,
then, fo h oaf attention h closing u p the Church, to
realize more dearly and deeply its essential nature and mish,and to contemplate our place within it.
ME NEED FOR TRUE ECUMENICIM

The main burden of a large d o n of this statement is
that with few exceptions the members of the Church in the

present crisis are bound pr3marily to the nation to which
they have
been reared. The Church simply b not t . basic standingground. It is imperative that we &odd recover the sense of
the universal, character of the Church, that we should take
our stmding-ground within tbls w l m d fdowship, and that
we shodd understand and consecrate o d v e s to the d b
charge of its distinctive ministry of xeconcikation. In an age
such as ours, all l q e is gone If there is no C h d above the
they h a p p to belong and the culture in which

I

conflicts that are ravaging mankind, and which in the name

of Christ asserts moral authority over men and nations.

If we make central this conception of the Church as a universal fellowship and the voice of the Holy Spixit, rather than
of the nation or seculax culture, and if we truly see ourselves and seek to live k t of dl as members of this universal, reconciling sodety, then certain things will follow.
If we arc truly members of the Church and take our
standing-ground there tather than in the culture of the age,
we s h d live in a state of tension at a time when st, m a n y
things that men feel called upon to do are admittedly
cult to defend on Christian grounds. We must seek less
and less to escape the anguish of that tension. We must
guard resolutely against the temptation to "resolve" it by
lowering or softening the definition of ''Quistianitp" or by
giving up the effort to be Christian. W e must be prepared as
individuals and as churches to be driven by the anguish of
this tension "wherever the Spirit listeth."
If we accept the approach thus suggested, we shall be
much more alert to use the standard of ecumenicity in out
thinking ss individuals and as churches about the problems
of the temporal order in general and internationd pmblems
in particular. This will affect the pronouncements and activities of church bodies as well as the course pursued by
Christian leaders aad people.
If pronouncements about the intemadond situation are
ta be made - and churches do in effect make them even
when they refrain from doing so In a formal sense - then
there must be an ehrt to envisage needs of the R d a n
or Chinese people as sharply and intensely as the need of
Americans or of our allies of the moment. If the "national
inberest" of the United Sbtes may in some sense enter
legitimately hto the calculations of churchmen, no less must
the "national interest" of Russia, The efFort to see and
feel: as other peopIe see and feel is a Christian reponsibility.
One m a y commonIy hear it said that once war has broken
out nobody can extricate himself from it, from which the
conclusion is drawn that he should in some way participate

a-

in it by contributing to "the national safety and interest."
But very few Christians la any country take the stand that
it is inconceivable that an American Christian should war
upon a German or Russian or Chinese Christiaa - or viceversa. h other words, on the existential level, all take the
stand tbat the body of the nation cannot be rent assunder,
but the body of Christ can! The nation, not the Church,
is the "destiny" that men cannot escape. Our speech and
our actions betray us.
Tbe interpention of the ecumenical Church in the conflicts between nations should always be as a reconciler. This
is not to argue for a sentimentally soft audysis of the policies of the Soviet Union, for example. But an analysis
based on "'tough" American nationalism or on the pMosophy
that the d y "real" politics is a politics of p w e r is also
sentimentalism. A Church conscious of its responsibility as
reconciler will not countenance an approach to international problems stemming from tbe desire of a people
to justify themselves and from their refusd to recognize
themselves as sinners befoxe God and other peoples.
To emphasize the reconciling role of the mummid
Cburch is not synonymous with a demand for negotiation or mediation in spedfic situations, though there may
well be occasions when such p r o p d s are legitimate.
Tho* it f better for nations to keep on talking to eacb
0th- than to start w h o M e shooting, we must at the
same time "remember Munich." &Ad
negotiation at its
worst may k~ a screen for war preparation. It may mean
cynical bafgaInhg for spheres of infiuence at the e x p ~
of small nations. At the best negotiation and mediation
axe not the same as reconciliation, which g ~ much
e ~ deeper
and seeks to dig up the roots of conflict. It is to this lofty
task that an ecumenical Church s h o d address itself in its
dealing with world conBicts. In sa doing it must free itself from provincial viewpoints and from tw great a concern about its popularity, reputation for respectability and
institutional safety.
The Church dixharges its h i s t r y of reconciliation pri-

marily through its evangelistic work ratber than through
the expression of its concerns about the improvement or
revolutionizing of the temporal order. Its great and continuous task is by word and by its "daily life" to preach to
men the h e grace of God, the laexhaustible love of God
in Christ, and ta bring them into the Church so that although, as the Apostle wrote, they live "h Rome," it is as
'Moved of God, called to be saints" that they live there.
We have d m d y alluded to the severe crisis &at has
overtaken the missionary enterprise in a numb of corn
&ies and, unless a new strategy is found, wiU o d e it
wherever Communism triumphs or makes substantial advances. We have pointed out that the Church does not
in practice think of itself now as a bans-national a p c y
d e d to preach the Gospel to d men and to every nation.
The various churches stop at their q c t i v e national
boundaries or in any went at an Iron, Bamboo, or other
"Curtain." Their emissaries travel, if they travel at d,with
pass-,
which mean that their respective national governments consider them to be "politically reliable." In an age
tending toward totalitmianism this means that the governments regard their mission as in "the national interest." The
passprts are, of course, withdrawn when governments d e
velop doubts on this point.
It is not only that missionaries and evangelists of the
Cross are virtually stopped at the geographical boundaries
between nations. They axe a h virtually stopped dead at
the Iron Curtain, which in these days separates the m o
significant p u p i n g within the various counhies and parts
of the globe: the masses of the underprivileged and disaffected, inaeasingly under Communist leadership, on the
one hand, and other elements, largely middle-class, on the
other. There is Iide serious thought in our Amerhn or
other Western churches of preaching the Gospd to and whning converts among Communists, who presumably need the
Gospel the most.
It is not possible for the churches or Christians on
either side of the Iron Curtain ta escape the gave implica
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tions of these facts - the contraction of Christian evangeIism into sometbg that is no longer universal either in
a geographical or in a social and dturaI sense - by pointing to the fact that govements impose restrictions and in
many cases resort to persecution. It is likely that gwernments will resort increasingIy to res~ctionsand persecution. If it becomes or remains the p r a c ~ eof the Church
tacitly to accept such restrictions and to submit to politicaI
controI of Christian witness, then the Church is doomed.
Tbis does not imply that missionaries from the United
States or other western lands working in the Orient have
lacked courage or &e readiness to sac*,
which would be
conbary to fact. These qualities are, in any event, not
the exclusive prerogative of Christians or missionaries. The
tmuble is that, judged by its deeds, the missionary enterprise is forced largely to mirror the political divisions of
our age.

The fact that some tenuous relation is maintained by the
WmId Council with some churches in the Soviet bloc and
that occasionally a leading Christian, who cannot readiIy
be charged with a pro-Soviet orientation, makes a journey to
the other side of the Iron C u - ,does not alter the picture
essentially. Meritorious as such e f i r t s may be, they do not
penetrate below the surface. The stark fact is that as the
months pass, the cleavage deepens.
We ventwe the suggestion that these "Iron Cumins'' of
which we me speaking are the counterpart of "the middle
w d of partition" between Jew and Gentile in the First
Century, that it is the task of the Church t h y to break
down these barriers, and that it can do so onIy on the same
t e n n s as those on which the Early Church functioned.
The Early Church broke out of the restrictions of Judaism. It d d not have carried out the commission to carry
the Gospel: to aII nations If it had failed to do so. The fact
that the Christians of the First Century did not participate
in the effort of the Jewish nation to throw oft the Roman
yoke by v i o h c e - by reason of which they were naturally regmdsd as renegades - did not, however, mean that
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they m H e d in Caesar's armies. Having broken with a
d i m e that gave lip service to God but no longer did the
works Of God and sought to make the Etemal a God of one
nation ody, the early Christians did not on tbat account
adopt the pagan culture of the Mediterranean world. They
felt called to o k y God tather than men and msequendy,
though industrious, sober, charitabIe and law-abiding citizens of the communities in which they lived, they refused
to be subjects, tools, or soldiers dthex in the army of national
%kationnor in the armies of Caesar imposing the "peaoe"
of Rome upon the world. As a result, they were regarded
from both sides as "fools," "atheists," people ''tumIng the
world upside down." To their contemporaries it appeared
that the d y sensible & h gto do was to extaminate such
bad men, and they were frequently persecuted.
On their part the early Christians accepted withwt astonishment or complaint the rejection that met them from
both sides. This was partly because in their view the Temple
and the Pantheon, the Isrxhtish state and "Babylon the
Great," and the contemporary cultuxes, the "wisdom" of
the Jews and Greeks alike, were doomed. These already
belonged asendaIIy to the past. Why, then, should the
disciples of Christ be concerned to cling to decadent institutions and patterns or grieve because they were rejected
by them? "ktthe dead bury their dead."
Furthermore, these institutions undexgoing the process of
decay had no attraction for the early Christians becaw
there was somethiTlg else to and by which they were drawn.
The Church was the source and the center of their life. In
its fellowship, in which there was "neither Jew nor Greek"
and in which "the middle wall of partition" had been
broken down, they found true and s a w g community.
No "earthly'' community d have a superior atbction
for those who "continued steadfastly in the apostla' teaching and Mowship, in the breaking of bread and of payers,"
having all things common, and to whom day by day God
added those who were saved.
Strange as it may seem at hst si&t, it was these Christians
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who %eId the world togethet," this world which they rejected and which rejected them. These Christians were able
to prmlaim to Jews and Greeks and dl others in their own
tongue "the mighty works of God!' On a doser h k this
is, of course, not s t r a n g . In an age when the world was
rent with cleavages and when the &ng
comrnmides of
plitics, culture and faith were no longer adequate to human
needs, it was inevitably those who had been fused into a
new, dynamic, miversa1 community in which the cleavage
had been overcome, who were able to speak to each in his

The new community became the magnet that
drew simple men and women, slaves and some of Caesar's
own household, and ere long men of the stature of Origen,
Clement, Aaanasius and Augustine.
We realize that such parallels are not exact. History does
not reproduce an identical human situation after the lapse
of centuries. The Church of today and tomorrow will have
to work out its own adjustment under the guidane of the
Holy Spirit to the i n k t d y complex situation presented in
the atomic age.
N e v d e k s , we b e h e that in certain respects the
contemporary Church may have ro follow in the footsteps
of the Church of the early centuries, if it b to save and
be saved. The contemporary churches and Christians are
tied closely to Western or Communist cultures respectively,
and to the nations in which they are located. The Christian Church today has to break through this Limitation, as
the Apostolic Church had to break through, the shell of
Judaism. It must do so for two reasons.
In the k t place, recurrent economic m i s s , two World
Wars in a generation, and the present state of "permanent
war" dearly show that these institutions are in process of
disintegration, or must at any rate undergo radical modification. T h e Church cannot save the Western nations and
Western cdtures in their p-t
forms. If it identifies its
own fate with theirs, the Church as an institution will
perish.
Secondly, tbe Western world is now a world that names
own tongue.

the name of Christ but no longer does his work. Tbe
Church shouId not strive to save this world as it now is, If
it ddoes it wilI bse its swl.
Again, as in the early centuries, the Church b confronted with an alternative system, culture and empire the Soviet or Communist. There are those who see in them
the force that will, liberate rnankiad and organize human
life on the h i s of reason or "science." But the Christian
sees here another regime that denies the living
and
relies on human ''virtue'' to build a world society under the
aegis of an imperial, totalitarian world-state. Those who
use Gospel norms have to reject this regime and the entire
man-centered, secular, pseuddenti6c, medunistic, allthorihrh concept upon which it is built.
A Church that is subject to the spirit of Chcist, and
Chdstims who desire to be Christians, camnot make their
fist aim to salvage either the American or the Russian
power-state. Similarly, Christians cannot dmoa themselves
primady to the maintenance either of the s d a t culture
of the West or of tbe Communist culture that is its child
in so many respects.
The Church must again ix a trdy universal fellowship,
to which Christians give first loyalty, and in which they
find such deep satisfactions that its drawing power wiR be
far greater than that of an "earthly" nation or Institution.
The Church and Christians must stand over against the
world, not conformed to it, but as salt that has not lost
its savor, leaven that has not lost i& fermenting and geminating power. Otherwise, they tw d
l be trodden under
foot in the tribulations that in the years ahead will overcome
the nations that do not repent and turn to Gad.
A Church and Christians who followed this course, rejecting the "wisdom" and ''power" of the contemporary world
and choosing the "foolishness" of the Gospel, would naturally be rejected by many and probably would s d e r p e r m tion. The rich, respactable, and outwardly flowishg
churches of a country like ours are perhaps in specid danger of shrinking Emm such a destiny, of forgetting that Jesus

also "suffered wiihout the gate," as did tbe Early Church,
and that it behooves us to "go forth unto him without the
gate bearing his reproach; since we have not here an abiding city, but we seek d t e ~the city which is to come."
Paradoxically, yet also inevitably, the Church that took this
course wouId draw men unto itself.
However small such a Church as we are picturing might
be, and seemingly irrelevant on the political level, it wodd
constitute a true community. Men accordhgly wodd be
able again to Mieve that community is psibIe. Mdtitudes
sick unto death of strife, would recognize this church as
the seed of the society to be, as the a l d e of peace, the
"new Jerusalem." By the martyrdom they joyfully endured,
the membrs of this church would prove to their fellows
that it was posszfle for men even in this age to live responsibly as unto God and not unto men, This Eellowsbip
of believers would generate a dynamism before wbich even
that of international C o m m would
~
pale.
The cleavage of our age having been overcome wlthln
the fellowship, evangelists would not be stopped by any
Iron Curtain. They would, on the one hand, have no fear
of men. On the other hand, they would not be p a r a 1 4
fxom the s a s e of having no message for the poor, the outcast, the believers in C o m m h , Fascimn, or other current false faiths. Thousands of them would face the world
not with the Gospel in one hand and an atomic weapon in
the other - but as did the early Christians, unarmed, defenseless, eager to feed the poor and heal ihe sick, passionately preaching the gospel of love, glorifying in the proclamation of one who had proved His divine sonship and
His lordship over men by dying on a cross, ever ready, if
neoessary, to "&t
unto blood, sbiving against sin," especially in high places, to be s d c e d on Iove's altar since
"the disciple is not abwe his Lard."
We do not claim to have m e r e d the questions that
such a church would face as it sought to work out the impiications of such an appxoach as tbjs in the realms of politics, economics, culture, or with mpect to its o m organiza-

tion and leadership, We recognize that the Church and the
Christian, though not of the worId, are s t i l l called to hction in it. The Christian cannot transport himself bodily
from the culture into the Church as if his problem were
one of topography. We realize the danger of a too simplistic attempt to apply Gospel bights and standards to the
@tical order and that there is a continua1 tension between agape and all political attempts to i m p h t it. W e
stand at tlie beginning, not the end, of such a Church's
adventure in this h b i t e l y complex world, at this W k 1 y
critical moment in human history, i.e., in God's dealings
with man and man's response to God. So far, then, from
s u g g h g that we have the answex as to how the intervention of God in the temporal order may take place, we
emphasize again that our plea is precisely that the answer
to that question will be given to a Church more united
and mepentant, less preoccupied with merely saving the
present situation, much readier for revolutionary adventure
in faith than the Church now is. The prayers and labors
of both nonpacifists and pa&ts are required in order that
the Church fuMl its mission of bringing all the orders of
life into conformity with Christ.
We subscribe to the decIaration of Amsterdam that faith
in a God whose purposes cannot be frusbated is "the meaning of history, which forbids despair or surrender to the
fascinating M i e f in p e r as a solvent of human trouble
We are labrers together unto God who in Christ has
given us the way of overcoming demonic forces in history."
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